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ABSTRACT
With the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) negotiations
concluded and subsequently signed by both parties, the European Union and
Canada’s most progressive trade agreement to date is set to provisionally enter into
force soon. However, as developed countries move to negotiate preferential trade
agreements between themselves (like the CETA), extending beyond current
multilateral trade obligations, the improved market access, trade harmonisation and
cross-cutting issues included in the agreements can have a much wider impact,
affecting countries not party to them. As far as CETA is concerned, in our judgement
those impacts are likely to be relatively small, and confined to a small group of
vulnerable states, especially those with concentrated export structures, and notably of
primary products in direct competition with Canadian exports to the EU. However,
given the limitations of this paper the conclusion is fairly speculative, and so a key
recommendation is that more detailed analysis of potentially vulnerable exporters be
conducted to narrow down a subsequent mitigation strategy. That mitigation strategy
mainly revolves around the impact of non-tariff measures (NTMs), focusing on product
standards, and Rules of Origin. Essentially the focus needs to be on a targeted
development assistance package referencing the need to upgrade product standards
capacities in vulnerable states, in order to maximise the potential of trade to contribute
to economic growth and, thereby, poverty reduction.
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Executive summary
Negotiations between the European Union (EU) and Canada on the Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA), completed in August 2014, have resulted in one of the most extensive and progressive
trade agreements to date. It is thought that the agreement, if ratified, will provide new opportunities to
businesses, support more jobs, and include higher standards convergence, to the benefit of consumers on
both sides of the Atlantic. However, given the extensive ambit of the agreement, and the structure of trade
between the EU and Canada, CETA will affect developing and Least Developed Countries (LDCs) that trade
with Canada and, particularly, the EU.
Accordingly, the objective of this study is to better understand the likely impacts CETA may have on
developing countries and LDCs. Arising from this analysis, the paper provides recommendations to the
European Parliament’s Development Committee (DEVE), on whose behalf the research was conducted.
Potential impacts on developing countries
Unfortunately, literature and economic models measuring the projected impact of CETA on developing
countries and LDCs are very limited. However, a large body of proxy studies is available to draw insights
from, especially on the impacts of other developed country Preferential Trade Agreement’s (PTAs) on
developing countries. These studies tend to focus on large multiparty PTAs anchored on globally
significant trading partners, notably the United States (USA) and the EU, negotiating regulation-intensive
agreements, also known as mega-regional trade agreements. Although CETA does not fulfil the criteria for
such a mega-regional trade agreement, there are some common features which allow drawing insights
from that literature. As a result, studies on the impact of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) and, to a lesser
extent, the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) on developing states are used to explore
the implications of such PTAs, to draw conclusions with regard to likely CETA impacts and design specific
case studies. The literature available shows that the mega-regional trade agreements (and developed
country PTAs) are likely to have a positive impact on member states, improving trade, output, and welfare,
but on aggregate are likely to have very small negative impacts on non-members, especially developing
countries and LDCs.
Beyond the modelled economic impacts of mega-regional agreements, the literature provides a backdrop
to the various channels through which developed country PTAs can affect developing countries and LDCs.
Developed country PTAs can impact existing trade preference of developing countries and LDCs as
increased market access is negotiated under the new PTAs, the extent of trade preference erosion is
however largely dependent on the trade structure of each state. Developed country PTAs could also divert
investment from LDC and other developing countries depending on the rules of origin; as multinational
corporations (MNCs) actively seek the most effective value chains for their operations their investments
might be diverted to countries that offer more favourable accumulation on goods. Increased standards
harmonisation under the PTAs could negatively affect non-members as these harmonised standards could
prove to be too difficult for developing country producers to attain, this however depends on exporters’
capacity to adapt. Alternatively, the harmonised standards could help to increase market access for nonparties assuming their goods acquire the necessary certifications.
Summarily, these studies indicate that the projected negative effects on non-members (developing
countries and LDCs) are likely to be small and depend largely on the extent of Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs)
liberalisation, as well as regulatory and standards harmonisation resulting from the agreements.
Just one authoritative study, from Kirkpatrick, et al. (2014), on the impact of CETA is publicly available.
Although the EU and Canada did commission two studies on the potential for a bilateral PTA, neither
explicitly considers the implications for non-parties. Kirkpatrick, et al. (2014) measure the projected impact
on member states as well as developing countries and LDCs (the African, Caribbean and Pacific group of
states). Their models show that the African, Caribbean and Pacific Group of States (ACP) are likely to see a
8
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loss in welfare, defined primarily via the output channel, under all liberalisation scenarios with the highest
losses being reported under a liberalisation scenario with limited liberalisation of agriculture and
processed agricultural products, and ambitious services trade liberalisation leading to significant cuts in
services trade costs. In their model the liberalisation of trade in services is suggested as the biggest
determinant of loss magnitude.
Furthermore, NTBs and standards harmonisation could play a large role. While the emphasis in the CETA is
on mutual recognition and equivalence of standards, not harmonisation per se, the agreement does
provide for a forum on regulatory cooperation, which will look to formulate new standards leading,
potentially, to harmonisation. The extent to which NTBs and standards harmonisation will affect
developing countries and LDCs again depends on the adaptability of exporters but also the capacity of the
regional groups to resolve these issues internally.
The findings in the mega-regionals literature and the Kirkpatrick, et al. study correlate with the two case
studies developed in this paper, on the effects of tariff reduction and trade preference erosion in South
Africa and Tanzania and the developmental impact of trade negotiations with the EU from Tanzania’s
perspective. Nonetheless, the effects of trade preference erosion are likely to be very small for these two
countries, even less so under the EPAs, and while developed states are looking to increase harmonisation
in trade some LDCs might wish to retain policy space to pursue their domestic developmental objectives.
Finally, PTAs involving developed countries, including CETA, could create an atmosphere of competitive
liberalisation. This refers to the possibility that new regulatory commitments entered into under developed
country PTAs will set the bar for other, non-parties, to follow, in other words to emulate. Therefore, the
implications of developed country PTAs, and in particular mega-regionals, for the multilateral trading
system need to be considered, particularly in light of the fact that many developing countries are resistant
to such regulatory, ‘WTO-plus’, proposals being brought into the WTO.
This casts an interesting light on the investment court system established by CETA. While this is essentially
a reform of the controversial investor-state dispute settlement system (ISDS), it is also clear that the EU in
particular sees the CETA as a model for ISDS that could be replicated in other negotiations, particularly the
WTO. However, since the TPP establishes an alternative ‘reform path’ for ISDS, it is not clear that the EU’s
preferences could be achieved at the multilateral or other levels (such as trade negotiations with countries
in the Asia-Pacific). Therefore, the jury is still out on whether CETA can serve as a template for multilateral
rules in the investment – or other – regulatory domains. From a developing country standpoint this means
that the existing ISDS remains the default system for regulating investment disputes, particularly via PTAs
involving developed countries, with at least two broad reform paths (CETA and TPP) available. Those
countries that remain opposed to ISDS in principle, such as South Africa, Brazil, and India, will continue to
pursue their own approaches to investment dispute settlement. Moreover, for the foreseeable future these
countries are unlikely to experience ‘imposition’ of ISDS on them at the WTO.
Recommendations to the European Parliament’s Development Committee
It is important to note that the Development Committee is not directly responsible for processing trade
agreements, and so any recommendations regarding trade remedies targeted at developing countries
would need to be directed at the European Parliament’s International Trade Committee (INTA) in the first
instance. However, the recommendations of the Committee on Development would carry weight in the
parliamentary debates, over the agreement and in the implementation process. With this in mind, the
following recommendations are proffered:
1.

With an eye on concluding outstanding EPAs with the ACP region, and another eye on the future of
those EPA arrangements, it is recommended that a ‘vulnerability mapping’ analysis should be
commissioned, with focus on the implications of CETA for developing countries in general, LDCs and
9
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the ACP in particular. The purpose would be to systematically identify those countries likely to be most
affected by potential trade diversion arising from potentially enhanced Canadian exports into the EU
market. Should resources permit, this analysis could form the basis for an enhanced Computerised
General Equilibrium Analysis (CGE) modelling exercise to quantify potential impacts of the CETA on the
most vulnerable countries identified in the vulnerability mapping analysis.
2.

The DEVE Committee should recommend that the International Trade Committee of the European
Parliament and other responsible EU institutions, notably the Directorate-General for Trade, review
rules of origin (RoO) arrangements vis-à-vis developing countries reliant on EU markets. The
overarching purpose of this review would be to better integrate these countries, specifically SMEs
resident in their territories, into EU-oriented value chains, in order to provide better avenues for
economic diversification, growth and development. This review could be undertaken at several levels:
overarching, as a standalone exercise encompassing all developing countries, per applicable EU
preference schemes and for those states that have PTAs or EPAs with the EU.

3.

Consequent to (1), the DEVE committee should identify, through its own work, in collaboration with
the Directorate-General (DG) for International Cooperation and Development, and/or by
commissioning a second study, institutions involved in building capacity to formulate and implement
standards in developing countries. Strengthening these institutions would enable SMEs in affected
developing countries to integrate better into cross-border value chains, thereby improving the trade
potential of the country concerned, and thus contribute to economic growth and poverty reduction.
The primary purpose of the analysis would be to identify gaps in existing assistance programmes, both
institutional and financial, with a view to recommending ways in which those gaps could be filled
through EU development assistance. The ensuing recommendations would be for the consideration
of the European Commission’s Directorate-General for International Cooperation and Development
(DEVCO), and for the consideration of EU member states active in provision of development assistance.
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1

Introduction

In this report, we explore the potential economic impacts of the European Union (EU)-Canada
Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) on developing countries. Immediately two
problems arise. First, the problem with the term ‘developing countries’ is that it involves a large number of
countries with vastly differing economic situations plus trade and investment relations with the EU, and
there is no easy way to bring rigour to this. Consequently, we leave it undefined and trust that the reader
will know developing countries when they see them, to paraphrase a US Supreme Court Justice.
Nonetheless, within the group of developing countries there is one clearly defined group of least
developed countries (LDCs), an accepted United Nations category. LDCs face serious structural issues in
achieving sustainable development and, accordingly, receive special concessions in term of development
financing, preferential market access, and special treatment in the multilateral trading system, as well as
technical assistance towards trade mainstreaming1. Furthermore, we do point to the general situations of
various groups of countries that are recognisably reliant on trade with the EU, and the brief case studies
presented in Chapter 4 highlight several specific situations with a focus on two – South Africa and Tanzania.
Second, pinning down economic, or welfare, impacts through econometric techniques is as much art as it
is science. Numerous welfare measures are used as indicators for the predicted impact of trade agreements
or policy changes in Computerised General Equilibrium Analysis (CGE) models, including trade, output
(Gross Domestic Product, GDP), prices, wages, jobs and investments. Furthermore, there is very little by
way of literature on the welfare impacts of the CETA on developing countries and LDCs. While the
indicators mentioned are used extensively in the Kirkpatrick, et al. Sustainability Impact Assessment (2011)
to measure the predicted impact of changes to trade policies on parties to the agreement (the EU and
Canada), only output and trade is used to measure the predicted impact of CETA on developing and LDC
states, and only the impact on output is discussed in the main report.
In order to get around this problem, in Chapter 2 we review briefly the burgeoning literature on so-called
‘mega-regional’ trade agreements since it canvasses the same broad terrain using comparable economic
impact assessment analyses. Chapter 2.2 sets out the key contours of this literature, covering in particular
the impact on developing countries. Although CETA is not a mega-regional Preferential Trade Agreement
(PTA), it shares some of their characteristics, and thus insights from the literature on the mega-regional PTA
impacts on developing countries can be used to draw insights for CETA, and to design specific case studies.
Chapter 3 primarily focuses on the findings of the Sustainability Impact Assessment (SIA) on CETA,
conducted for the EU. Given that this study predates the literature on mega-regionals, we use the findings
from Chapter 2 to nuance those of the official CETA study, in relation to potential effects on developing
countries in particular.
Chapter 4 presents compendious evidence on the countries most likely to be affected by the goods tariff
liberalisation contained in the CETA, and then focuses on the two case studies: South Africa and Tanzania.
In both cases the primary focus is on the trade channel impact vis-à-vis possible welfare impacts that CETA
may have.
Chapter 5 provides overall conclusions, and three recommendations for the European Parliament’s
consideration, in relation to remedial actions the EU could take to mitigate potential negative impacts of
the CETA on developing states.

For
a
complete
list
of
LDCs
and
the
criteria
used
to
identify
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/policy/cdp/ldc_info, last accessed on 10 January 2017.
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2

Literature review: impacts of developed country PTAs on
developing countries

The EU-Canada Trade Agreement is one among a number of Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs)
involving developed economies. In this chapter the implications of those other PTAs for developing
economies are explored, with focus on the so-called ‘mega-regional’ PTAs. Accordingly, mega-regionals
are first defined, then their economic and strategic implications for the non-party developing countries are
outlined based on a review of relevant literature. It is important to note here that, since under the Trump
Administration the United States (USA) withdrew from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), and the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) project is also likely to be moved to the slow track
by the USA, CETA’s systemic significance has accordingly increased.

2.1

Definition of mega-regional agreements

The term ‘mega-regionals’ is used somewhat loosely. For the purposes of this section we adopt a restrictive
definition. We consider a mega-regional to be a trade agreement that:
1. Is negotiated by three or more countries or regional groupings;
2. Whose members collectively account for 25 % or more of world trade; and
3. The substance of which goes well beyond current World Trade Organization (WTO) disciplines.
In other words, we consider multi-country, globally significant in terms of trade impact, and regulationintensive agreements. Since the EU comprises 28 countries we consider any ‘bilateral’ involving it and one
other party as meeting the first criterion. Regarding the proportion of world trade covered, we specifically
exclude intra-EU trade since the EU constitutes a common market.
Figure 1: RTAs share of World trade (excluding intra-EU trade), 2012
45%
39.4% 38.5%

40%
34.4%

35%

32.0%
29.9%

30%
25.7%

25%

22.4%
20.6%
18.2%

20%

19.6%

15%
10%
5%
0%
TTIP
Share of World exports

TPP

Japan-EU

Canada-EU

RCEP

Share of World imports

Source: Draper et al. (2014) based on data from ITC Trademap database; based on reported and mirror data

Consequently, our core focus is on US-led agreements since the USA is central to the two that meet this
definition, i.e. TPP and TTIP. In our view this is appropriate, given the USA’s pivotal role in the global trading
system. It also means that the USA’s negotiating template is particularly important, a matter to which we
return to in the discussion of TPP in particular.
Both the TPP and TTIP are very ambitious trade agreements, albeit between very different member states.
These trade agreements aim to extensively liberalise goods and services trade between member states,
12
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but would have a limited effect when negotiated on so-called traditional market access agendas (tariff
liberalisation). It is thought that more significant gains are likely to be made through the elimination of
NTMs2 and the mutual recognition of standards that act as barriers to trade, investment and public
procurement. Rather, and possibly as a result, the agreements target new or modern (WTO+ and WTOextra) issues like the comprehensive coverage of trade in services, investment, government procurement,
non-tariff measures (NTMs), and other regulatory topics (World Economic Forum, 2016).

2.2

Potential effects on Developing Countries

In previous studies we have conducted, we attempted to measure potential economic effects of megaregional PTAs on developing countries (Draper, Lacey, & Ramkolowan, 2014). This required that two broad
effects be weighed in relation to each other, and to specific non-parties in relation to the extent of the nonparties’ economic linkages with mega-regional PTA parties. First, there is the potential for trade diversion
arising from less efficient producers within the mega regional PTA in question dislodging non-parties’
exports owing to the tariff preferences introduced by the PTA. Related to this, multinational corporations
(MNCs) may shift investments into the PTA zone in order to take advantage of associated rules of origin
(RoO) and avoid trade diversion impacts, leading to investment diversion. Offsetting these negative
diversionary impacts is the potential for trade and investment creation for the non-parties. This may occur
owing to a general increase in trade arising from implementation of the PTA, and consequent increase in
demand for imports from non-parties where those imports do not directly compete with intra-PTA zone
production. Furthermore, where a non-party is already an exporter to one or more PTA members, and those
members engage in regulatory convergence via the PTA, it is possible that firms in the non-member could
experience increased market access into countries within the PTA zone that they have not previously
targeted. However, offsetting this potential is the possibility that regulatory convergence in PTA member
economies could result in raising of standards, with the attendant danger of non-members being ‘locked
out’ of markets in the PTA zone.
Clearly, attempting to measure the net impacts of these two broad forces is an exercise fraught with
methodological, measurement and forecasting challenges. When it comes to measuring trade in goods
relative to tariff reductions flowing from PTA implementation, these challenges are not so pronounced
since goods flows, especially where developed countries are concerned, are relatively well-known.
However, measurement of the potential impacts of standards or regulatory convergence are necessarily
much more speculative, since there is no real hard data on which to base this, necessitating a range of
assumptions.
It is not surprising, therefore, that estimates of the potential impacts of mega-regional PTAs on developing
country non-parties vary widely. Having said that, most studies reviewed (Draper, Lacey, & Ramkolowan,
2014) adopt similar methodological approaches and show similar results, generally predicting small net
impacts on non-parties’ welfare, mostly negative but also positive in at least one study (Petri & Plummer,
2016). Against that, one study by the Bertelsmann Institute (Berden et al., 2009) predicts substantial
negative net impacts on developing countries, although this study is generally regarded as an outlier in
the literature.
Overall, therefore, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions on the potential impacts of mega-regional PTAs
on developing countries outside of reviewing specific country contexts and case-studies. These
measurement problems are also present in the CETA case, as presented in chapter 4 of this report, and are
in fact amplified since the literature base concerned is much smaller. Nonetheless, the literature does
present a number of channels through which mega-regional agreements can impact on low-income
countries and through which these studies estimate the impact of mega-regional agreements:

2

Economists generally agree that measurement of NTMs is very fraught, and so results should be treated with caution.
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1. The first is the direct effect that mega-regional agreements can have on existing developing country
access to EU and US markets on preferential terms not available to middle and high-income
countries.
2. The second channel is the impact of the rules of origin associated with mega-regional PTAs on nonparties, with particular relevance to investment decisions by multinational corporations.
3. Thirdly, the reduction of non-tariff measures and the harmonisation of standards within the megaregional agreements can either raise or reduce export costs for developing countries.
4. Finally, mega-regional PTAs can impact directly on trade-related policies in developing countries,
through the channel of ‘competitive liberalisation’.
These four channels are briefly explored next.

2.2.1

Impact on existing agreements and preferences

Developing countries have been able to access both the US and EU markets at preferential rates through
a number of preference schemes and trade agreements. The rate of preference erosion depends on several
factors, notably the extent to which preferential rates are used by developing countries and LDCs as well
as the similarity in export structure of developed, developing countries and LDCs with regards to
competing product lines. Considered in a global perspective Baldwin (2011) notes that only a small and
shrinking percentage of global bilateral trade flows are eligible for preferences, whereas a significant
proportion of global trade takes place at zero import tariff rates, and less than 2 % of world imports face
import tariffs exceeding 10 %. In other words, tariff preferences are of diminishing significance owing to
consistent import tariff decreases across the world in the post World War Two period. Nonetheless, selected
developing countries within specific product categories may face substantial preference erosion and
increased competition (resulting in trade diversion) from countries participating in mega-regional
agreements.

2.2.2

Rules of origin and investment diversion potential

Rules of origin determine which producers, whether inside the PTA zone or outside it, benefit from the
tariff preferences negotiated. They also apply to non-reciprocal Generalised System of Preferences (GSP)
arrangements such as the African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) and the Everything but Arms (EBA)
scheme. Their complexity is legendary, associated with which is the fact that they can vary widely across
different PTAs3.
Their impact is most likely to be experienced through investment diversion, as producers look to relocate
their production into PTA member states so as not to be adversely affected by RoO requirements. For
example, in the TPP context it is widely expected that some clothing and footwear producers could
relocate portions of their labour-intensive value chains, from China’s coastal export processing zones to
Vietnam for example, in order to take advantage of TPP RoO and thus qualify for a substantial tariff
preference granted by the US authorities.
A recent paper briefly explored these dynamics in relation to the TPP, and its implications for African least
developed countries (Fricke, Freytag, & Draper, 2015). The TPP is a major export market for some African
LDCs, especially for the product group fruits and vegetables and textiles and apparel. Therefore, the TPP
will likely have an impact on African LDCs’ exports to the TPP zone, in addition to which it may result in
investment diversion away from Africa towards countries such as Vietnam.

3

For a review of these matters see Draper, Chikura & Krogman (2016).
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2.2.3

Harmonisation of standards and reduction of non-tariff measures

Above, we previewed the issues of potential impacts of standards harmonisation or mutual recognition on
developing countries. Here we elucidate the mechanisms through which such impacts may occur.
As the margin of preferential access given to developing countries by larger nations through multilateral
and bilateral agreements falls, so the impact and cost of adhering to non-tariff measures and regulatory
standards becomes increasingly important. The world of regulatory standards is complex, and can
generally be divided into three, often overlapping, components. First, mandatory standards as set by
international organisations such as the International Standards Organization (ISO), and/or national
governments (which often domesticate ISO standards) need to be considered. Second, MNCs, such as large
retailers, set their own private standards. And third, a new layer of international non-government
organisations has emerged in recent decades, most often to set private sustainability standards, such as
fair trade regimes to govern the coffee trade.
In the discussion that follows we assume that mega-regionals, or PTAs in general, can affect all three of
these spheres, although obviously governments have the greatest influence and control over mandatory
standards. One way in which governments aim to influence private standards, particularly those set by
industry bodies, in the mega-regionals is by establishing regulatory convergence mechanisms, such as the
regulatory coherence chapter of the TPP. In essence these aim to establish permanent negotiation forums
amongst both mandatory agencies in all PTA parties, and private sector bodies, with a view to continuously
seeking ways to promote standards convergence. Such mechanisms could also influence standards set by
international non-governmental organisations, particularly where the more powerful members of those
forums come from mega-regional PTA member states, which is often the case.
Regardless of the precise mechanism being deployed in the mega-regional PTA in question, in general, a
reduction in divergence of regulatory standards can impact on exporters outside of mega-regional
agreements in a number of ways, depending on the extent to which these agreements result in the
development of common or mutually recognised standards and regulations applicable to all members.
Where a mega-regional agreement results in only a partial alignment of regulations, standards and other
non-tariff measures, or does not result in mutual recognition, exporters outside of the mega-regional
agreement face two scenarios:
•

Exporters in non-member countries that struggle to comply with the existing or new requirements
imposed on members of a mega-regional agreement to which they export will face increased pressure
and competition from exporters within the mega-regional agreement.

•

Exporters in non-member countries that are able to adapt to the standards and regulations set by
countries or companies within the mega-regional agreement may be able to withstand competitive
pressures from members of the agreement, despite any reduction in tariff preferences.

Standards and requirements may also be substantially aligned through a mega-regional agreement, either
through processes of harmonisation, equivalence and/or mutual recognition. Exporters outside of the
mega-regional agreement will then face two competing effects:
•

Where requirements, standards and regulations are made stricter, exporters in non-member states will
face higher compliance and trade costs across all markets implementing the common framework,
implying greater competition from exporters within the mega-regional block.

•

The convergence of standards and regulations could lower the cost for non-member exporters to
access new markets in the PTA zone, as the adherence to a single set of regulations and standards will
allow access to all markets within the mega-regional agreement. However, this is dependent on
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whether other parties to the agreement allow for non-parties to access their markets through
producing conformity assessment certificates 4.
It is clear that the reduction of non-tariff measures between members of mega-regional agreements can
be both beneficial and harmful to non-member countries (World Economic Forum, 2014). The extent to
which changes in NTMs are beneficial for non-member states is dependent on both the level of stringency
of the new measures implemented by the mega-regional agreement and the degree to which
harmonisation of these non-tariff measures and regulatory standards across members of the megaregional agreement occurs.
Fricke et al. (2015) considered the implications of TPP-related production and product standards, as well
as sustainability standards (social, environmental) for African LDCs’ exports of fruits and vegetables and
textiles and apparel. The first point to note is that there are many more private standards in existence than
public ones, and this makes measurement of implementation challenging, to say the least. Furthermore,
private standards cover a wide range of measures, from those developed by lead firms to govern their own
supply chains, to those developed by non-governmental organisations to satisfy various sustainability
criteria. The special emphasis on sustainability standards in the TPP indicates their growing role not only
in private but also in public standards requirements. Compliance with those standards is increasingly
important for producers in low-income countries. Compliance not only guarantees market access but also
would positively affect the firms’ efficiency and productivity due to capacity development (Kaplinsky,
2010). Moreover, compliance with standards is crucial for enterprises aiming at upgrading within value
chains.
Compliance with international sustainability standards is a costly process, and includes the costs of
acquiring and maintaining the accreditation (resource costs, trained staff). These standards accreditation
costs can be difficult to bear for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and small-scale producers,
which is the dominant feature of sub-Saharan African economies. As standards requirements can be high
barriers to market entry for them, they risk being excluded from participation in TPP-related value chains
(Fricke, Freytag, & Draper, 2015). Therefore, given the growing role of certification in standards compliance,
African LDCs’ enterprises have to be alert and face strong challenges. In this light, the number of
sustainability certificates 5 recognised or adopted by African LDCs is small, and is much smaller than the
number of certificates in TPP member states. This divergence is an indication of the differing potential to
comply with international sustainability standards (and in some cases also to afford accreditation of
standards). However, there is a considerable lack of data on the actual traded volume of products under
these certificate programmes so gauging the economic impact is difficult.
Finally, it is also important to note that, by complying with sustainability (or other) standards, developing
countries should also benefit from the wider developmental impacts such standards would convey
domestically. This ‘reform effect’ could be conveyed by, for example, better working conditions for workers
in the country concerned, greater shares in the proceeds of exports (such as those proffered through ‘Fair
trade coffee’ for example), and stronger protection for the environment. These potential benefits are
analogous to the old motivation for developing countries to sign comprehensive PTAs with developed
countries, namely to promote and lock in reforms at home. China’s accession to the WTO, and Vietnam’s
decision to join the TPP, are two cogent cases in point.

According to the ISO conformity assessment ’means checking that products, materials, services, systems or people measure up
to specifications of a relevant standard’ while certification serves as a tool to demonstrate credibility of an individual product,
material, service, system or person to the relevant standard(s)’.
5
The authors draw on the International Trade Centre’s standards map database. The database records the certifications, or
certificates, signed up to in the country being analysed.
4
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2.2.4

Competitive liberalisation and the trading system

The World Economic Forum (World Economic Forum, 2016b) explores the possibility that new disciplines
agreed to by the respective mega-regionals parties could be translated into the WTO context, for possible
adoption of new disciplines multilaterally. To the extent that the mega-regionals attract new parties, the
incentive to bring such disciplines into the WTO rises commensurately. In this light, CETA is a
comprehensive trade agreement that seeks to pioneer new rules and disciplines in key areas, notably
investment dispute settlement (discussed in chapter 3).
An important response to mega-regionals by non-parties is to negotiate their own large PTAs such as the
Regional Cooperation in Asia and the Pacific (RCEP) or the Tripartite FTA (TFTA), or bilateral agreements
with members of TPP or the EU, leading to a process of competitive liberalisation 6 by different groups of
countries. The different levels of disciplines and regulatory regimes embodied in these agreements will
further increase fragmentation of global markets. Moreover, the separate dispute settlement processes
within these agreements will lead to possible conflict of procedures and rules, forum shopping, and erosion
of the significance of the WTO's dispute settlement system. Thus, while these agreements through
competitive liberalisation may mitigate trade and investment diversion to some extent, they could create
additional complications for global trade transactions to the extent that emerging economies are reluctant
to embrace the new disciplines they contain (World Economic Forum, 2016b, p. 4).
The best solution to these potential problems would be to have a multilateral agreement with the
evolution of the WTO regime. However, accommodating the higher disciplines of mega-regionals, and
developed country PTAs including CETA, within the WTO regime poses major problems. A range of
alternative options is required to find solutions to these issues while addressing the considerably divergent
positions of various countries (World Economic Forum, 2016b, pp. 5-7 and Figure 1).
In the past couple of decades, one way in which a limited number of countries have moved forward with
new disciplines in the WTO process has been with a plurilateral agreement (Draper & Dube, Plurilaterals
and the Multilateral Trading System, 2013) which provides Most Favoured Nation (MFN) treatment to its
non-members within the WTO7. This requires the plurilateral agreement to have a ‘critical mass’ of
countries (or trade coverage) so that non-members are not seen as posing an effective competitive threat.
China's accession to TPP, for example, would bring the agreement closer to a critical mass of countries that
could possibly consider such a plurilateral. However, some emerging economies are unlikely to seek megaregionals membership in the foreseeable future, and thus a mega-regionals-inspired WTO plurilateral with
MFN 8 access for non-members is not likely to be feasible in the near future.

This notion is associated particularly with Fred Bergsten, former Director of the Petersen Institute for International Economics,
and Richard Baldwin. The former argues that as the USA secures FTAs with other countries, so those countries become like-minded
with the USA and seek to form FTAs along similar lines with third parties. Soon those left outside emulate the FTAs, and ultimately
the logic finds its way back into the WTO in the form of new agreements (Bergsten, 1996). Baldwin identified the ‘juggernaut’
effect, whereby major multinational companies seek regulatory convergence in order to smooth the operation of their global value
chains, and lobby host governments to provide it particularly through mutual recognition. This pressure finds its way into FTAs,
thereby creating a juggernaut effect reinforced by competitive liberalisation (Baldwin, 1993).
7
For example, the Information Technology Agreement (ITA) and the Agreement on Government Procurement (GPA) as mentioned
in (Draper & Dube, 2013, pp. 2-3).
8
Essentially meaning free access to the liberalisation benefits provided by TPP.
6
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3

Critical appraisal of potential effects of CETA on developing
countries

Based on the criteria set out in Chapter 2, the CETA cannot be considered a mega-regional agreement as
the countries involved do not cross the 25 % of world trade share threshold (see Figure 1 and Table 1).
Table 1: Canada, EU-28, adjusted share in global trade, USD billion, 2014 9
Country

Global
Imported
Value
2014

Global
Exported
Value
2014

Adjust Total
Global
Imported
Value 2014

Adjust Total
Global
Exported Value
2014

% Share of
Adjusted Global
Imported Value
2014

Canada

$463

$473

$15 414

$15 129

3.00 %

% Share of
Adjusted
Global
Exported Value
2014
3.13 %

EU-28
(excluding
intra-EU
trade)
Total 10

$2 397

$2 278

$15 414

$15 129

15.55 %

15.06 %

$2 861

$2 752

$30 828

$30 258

18.56 %

18.19 %

Source: Author’s calculations based on data from ITC Trademap database, direct data, 2014

However, the CETA does fulfil the other criteria as the agreement includes 29 countries, counting individual
EU members, and according to Law (2014) the agreement goes well beyond current WTO disciplines. Using
Horn, Mavroidis, & Sapir’s (2009) distinctions on WTO commitments Table 2 shows that CETA commitments
extend beyond WTO-plus commitments, concerning issues currently under the WTO mandate going
beyond multilateral obligations, to include WTO-extra commitments on issues extending beyond the
current WTO mandate.
Furthermore, since the agreement involves the EU, which is a powerful norm-setter in respect of the global
trading system, CETA is significant even if it does not qualify as a mega-regional agreement per the
definition used in Chapter 2. Therefore, the potential impacts outlined in that chapter will apply to the
CETA, albeit with substantially reduced significance.
Table 2: CETA, chapter scope comparison
Chapter headings

CETA content
Industrial goods (WTO-plus)
Agricultural goods (WTO-plus)

Market access
(Tariff reduction/elimination and national
treatment)
Rules of Origin
Textiles and apparels

WTO
Contains provisions relating to rules of origin
tolerance and safeguards (WTO)
WTO-plus
WTO-plus
WTO-plus
WTO-plus
WTO-extra

Customs administration and Trade Facilitation
Trade remedies
Sanitary and Phytosanitary measures
Technical barriers to trade
Investment
Trade in Services:
Financial
Temporary entry for business persons
Telecommunications
Electronic Commerce
Government procurement

WTO-plus
WTO-plus
WTO-plus

Adjusted Total Global Imported and Exported values are the result of Total Global imports and exports minus Intra-EU imports
and exports.
10
Due to rounding figures might not add up to Total values.
9
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WTO-plus
WTO-plus
WTO-extra
WTO-extra
WTO-extra
WTO-extra
Provisions for competitiveness and unfair
competition are included in the ‘Competition’
chapter (WTO-extra)
WTO-extra
-Standard in trade agreements
-Specific to PTAs, in this case CETA

Competition
Intellectual property
Trade and Labour
Environment
Competitiveness and business facilitation

Regulatory coherence
Administrative and institutional provisions
Dispute settlement
Source: European Commission, 2016;
WTO, 2011;
Horn, Mavroidis, & Sapir, 2009

Accordingly, we briefly review available literature on the potential economic impacts of the CETA on the
two parties, and then on third countries. However, there is very little literature to base this section on,
beyond three official studies commissioned by the parties in the build up to the final CETA. Two were
official bilateral studies (European Commission and the Government of Canada, 2008) (Canada-European
Union Joint Report, 2012), and one an official EU study (Kirkpatrick, et al., 2011). It has to be noted that,
compared to the literature on mega-regionals, only Kirkpatrick et al. (2011) specifically reviews CETA’s
impact on developing states. Accordingly, their findings are nuanced through application of the key
insights developed in chapter 2; in other words, we apply the analytical framework developed there to the
CETA with reference to its potential impacts on developing countries, and particularly LDCs. Since those
impacts will be very similar to those expected for the mega-regionals, only smaller, this analysis is
accordingly brief.

3.1

CETA’s potential economic impacts

The 2007 joint study by the European Commission and the Government of Canada (European Commission
and the Government of Canada, 2008) explored the potential effects of a closer economic partnership
between the EU and Canada. Among a number of factors the study considered what economic impacts a
comprehensive trade agreement would have on the welfare of both Canada and the EU, via quantitative
analysis of EU-Canada trade and investment liberalisation, utilising a CGE 11 model. The study envisioned a
very progressive trade agreement covering extensive liberalisation in trade of goods (tariffs), services and
Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs) but also considered what impact increased labour mobility, foreign access to
public or government procurement, intellectual property rights protection, liberalisation of
telecommunication services and the inclusion of an electronic commerce chapter would have on their
respective economies. The study showed that there was potential for improvement of the parties’ trade
and economic relationship on these fronts.
In considering the results from that study, the subsequent bilateral Scoping Group’s work noted that the
2007 study’s liberalisation scenarios and additional influencing factors, as set out in Chapter 2 of the
Canada-European Union Joint Report (European Commission and the Government of Canada, 2008),
would be optimal (Canada-European Union Joint Report, 2012). By considering three liberalisation
scenarios 12, the study found that both the EU and Canada would benefit from the envisioned trade
agreement. The CGE model predicted that liberalisation of services trade would contribute the most to

11
The Computable General Equilibrium is an analytical framework (based on Global Trade Analysis Project framework) that allows
for a holistic view of world economies and the assessment of liberalisation of trade and investment.
12
Namely: i) full elimination of goods trade protection as captured in the GTAP (Global Trade Analysis Project) database, ii) a
reduction of trade costs generated by non-tariff measures by an amount equivalent to 2% of the value of trade in non-commodity
goods sectors and iii) a reduction of trade costs in EU-Canada cross-border services trade.
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projected gains in GDP over the baseline scenario, followed by the effects of tariff reductions, and NTBs in
goods. It was estimated that in total the simulation scenarios would lead to an increase in GDP of 0.77 %
for Canada and 0.08 % for the EU over the baseline scenario (European Commission and the Government
of Canada, 2008).
In 2011 a Sustainability Impact Assessment on CETA was commissioned and financed by the European
Commission. This provides a comprehensive assessment of the potential impacts of the CETA on both the
EU and Canada as well as third countries. It includes an assessment of the potential economic, social and
environmental impacts of CETA using three different evidence sources to inform the qualitative and
quantitative sustainability criteria. The evidence sources include a CGE model that was used to capture the
effects of the CETA with a holistic view of the world’s economies; the Energy-environment-economy model
at the Global level (E3MG) which was used to assess the policy implications of CETA in relation to energy,
the economy and the environment; and an investment gravity model which was used to estimate the
responsiveness of sectoral level Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) flows under CETA liberalisation.
The effects of liberalisation of trade and investment in the CETA on the sectoral inter-linkages between the
EU and Canada and the relationship of these sectors with the rest of the world were assessed using the
CGE. The SIA’s (Kirkpatrick, et al., 2011) CGE model is a comparative static model grounded in neoclassical
theories which assumed perfect competition, constant returns to scale in some sectors and monopolistic
competition in a number of sectors. The baseline scenario assumed that there is no bilateral investment
treaty between the EU and Canada and assumes successful completion of the Doha Development Round.
Based on four liberalisation scenarios, scaling from ‘moderate’ liberalisation in goods trade with moderate
cuts in services trade costs, to full liberalisation in goods trade with significant cuts in services trade costs,
the CGE model predicted that the CETA will lead to welfare gains in both parties over the long-term and
notes that ‘[…] the greatest gains will be achieved under an agreement that provides the highest degree
of liberalisation’ (Kirkpatrick, et al., 2011, p. 41). These projected gains range in real terms 13 from
USD 1.8 billion for Canada in the lowest liberalisation scenario to USD 3.4 billion for the EU in the highest
liberalisation scenario, although in terms of percentage change in real GDP the predicted effects are much
more pronounced for Canada with a minimum of 0.18 % positive growth and a maximum of 0.36 % growth
effect compared to the EU’s 0.02 % and 0.03 %. Clearly the relatively large size of the EU market minimises
its overall potential gains compared to Canada.
The CGE model shows the same results for gains in total exports. Both parties are predicted to see gains
and gains increase as liberalisation increases. The EU is predicted to experience a minimum increase in total
exports of 0.05 % with a maximum of 0.07 %, while Canada’s projected gains are comparatively more
significant at 0.54 % minimum and 1.56 % maximum. However, in terms of trade balance the best
liberalisation scenario for the EU is not the highest liberalisation one, rather the relatively moderate
reduction in tariffs combined with ambitious liberalisation in term of services.
The results from the E3MG model, measuring the potential effects of the CETA on energy, the environment
and the economy, were very small. It predicted a small decrease in greenhouse gas emissions in the EU
with a small increase in emissions in Canada. Emissions in the rest of the world were predicted to increase
by less than 0.01 %.
The investment gravity model predicts that if Canada was to reduce investment restrictiveness it would
see increased investment in the mining, coal, oil and gas industries, as well as manufacturing,
transportation, and potentially fisheries. It has to be noted that the gravity model was constructed around
limited data availability and problems were encountered when attempting to perform the gravity model
simulations for the EU however, it is reported as being useful for reflecting general trends.

13

At 2004 prices.
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Notwithstanding investment data limitations, these results are broadly in keeping with the literature
reviewed in chapter 2 on the impacts of mega-regionals. Since these modelling exercises broadly conform
to a shared ideological perspective, namely neoclassical economics, this is not surprising and may also turn
out to be accurate. While there are other ideological perspectives in economics, and associated with this
different approaches to modelling the impacts of trade agreements, the consensus in the economics
fraternity is in favour of the neoclassical perspective.

3.2

Potential effects on Developing Countries

As discussed in chapter 2.2, the implementation of a trade agreement that reduces barriers to trade, CETA
in this case, can have an effect on developing countries’ trade. The extent of which depends on the existing
levels of trade and the structure of trade between developing countries and the party states. For this
section of the study we will be focusing on the results from the Kirkpatrick, et al. (2011) study, which
distinguishes between two groups of developing states: African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries
excluding LDCs, and LDCs 14.
First, we discuss the results of the European Commission’s official study; then in light of the literature
review in chapter 2 we critique those conclusions.

3.2.1

The European Commission ’s Sustainability Impact Assessment

Drawing from Kirkpatrick, et al. (2011), the CGE model predicts that the CETA will have a very small negative
effect on the real GDP, or welfare, of developing ACP states across all four liberalisation scenarios. However,
the losses do not scale as liberalisation increases. The authors estimated that the developing ACP states
will see the highest loss in welfare under a liberalisation scenario with limited liberalisation of agriculture
and processed agricultural products (leading to a 95 % reduction in overall tariffs of trade in goods),
combined with ambitious services trade liberalisation leading to significant cuts in services trade costs.
According to the authors these predicted losses are due to changes in the world prices of electricity, air
transport, communication, financial services, insurance and business services under the ambitious services
trade liberalisation scenario. Equivalent Variation 15 (million USD at 2004 prices) losses in this scenario were
estimated to be USD 50.31 billion at constant 2004 prices, while the lowest level of losses was predicted to
be USD 21.78 billion under the liberalisation scenario that sees full tariff liberalisation of trade in goods and
less ambitious services trade liberalisation. In terms of percentage changes in real GDP these losses were
estimated to be small, 0.01 % at most.
The Kirkpatrick, et al. (2011) CGE model also includes an estimate of welfare losses for LDCs. Again, losses
are predicted across all four liberalisation scenarios, with the highest expected losses in the liberalisation
scenario with limited liberalisation of agriculture and processed agricultural products and ambitious
services trade liberalisation. Equivalent Variation losses for LDCs range from as low as USD 11.39 billion to
as high as USD 16.24 billion. However, in terms of percentage change in real GDP, the impact of CETA is
expected to be at most a 0.01 % decline.

While losses are expected for developing countries and LDCs the largest determinant of loss
magnitude in the CGE model is the level of services trade liberalisation. Kirkpatrick et al. (2011)
also note that the predicted losses in developing countries and LDCs could be, in terms of
percentage change in GDP, higher than losses in the rest of the world. A further point worth noting
in this regard, although it is not specifically identified in Kirkpatrick et. al (2011), is that should
CETA implementation lead to net global increases in greenhouse gas emissions, in other words
upward pressure on global temperatures, then the negative impacts associated with this are likely
Note that the preference for this group of states in CGE models stems from the widespread use of the Global Trade Analysis
Project (GTAP) database in similar predictive economic modeling studies.
15
In the CGE model welfare is measured by Equivalent Variation (EV) which is a measure of how much more money a consumer
would pay before a price increase to avert the price increase.
14
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to be disproportionally born by poor states, notably LDCs. However, as noted above the
Commission’s SIA assumes that net greenhouse gas emissions effects are likely to be negligible,
whether negative or positive.
While the Kirkpatrick et al. (2011) models do provide insights into the potential gains and losses with
implementation of the CETA, it has to be noted that the study had several constraints. The study was
conducted before negotiations on the CETA were completed, which meant that assumptions regarding
the levels and structure of the final trade agreement were made. Since the CETA has now been concluded
presumably more accurate modelling work could now be done. The study also faced considerable
constraints in terms of data gathering on investment, portfolio financial flows, and labour mobility, all of
which limited the ability to make quantitative assessments. The CGE model itself also faced constrains in
disaggregating data at country and product group level, which, according to the authors, ‘made it
impossible to usefully model rules of origin or determine the impact on specific products within a broad
category’ (European Commission, 2011, p. 5) 16.
Furthermore, the CGE only accounts for the impact of the trade liberalisation of CETA itself on these
indicators and does not necessarily imply overall changes, which can be affected by other exogenous
factors. Other studies on the effects of tariff liberalisation in mega-regional trade agreements, notably
Schott, Cimino-Isaacs, & Jung (2016) and Rollo, et al. (2013) note that tariff liberalisation as a variable tends
to have a very small effect on the parties and non-party states. Currently applied MFN rates between most
countries are quite low and the discriminatory effects thereof are negligible, with the exception of
protected sensitive sectors. In addition, Schott, Cimino-Isaacs, & Jung (2016) note that while there might
be some trade diversion from lowered tariffs the positive growth effects often outweigh tariff
discrimination and result in net trade creation. Furthermore, in the SIA, tariff liberalisation scenarios are
always tied to a certain level of services trade liberalisation (either moderate or ambitious), which limits the
capacity to assess tariff liberalisation as a stand-alone variable. However, the projected losses in equivalent
variation and change in real GDP in LDCs and developing ACP states are slightly higher across scenarios
with moderate tariff liberalisation compared to full tariff liberalisation, when measured across scenarios
with the same levels of services trade liberalisation. The predicted negative effects are also insignificant
whether on a real GDP basis or in terms of equivalent variation losses.
On the other hand, in section 2.2.4 we mentioned that, as the scope and reach of PTAs involving developed
countries increases over time, owing to developed states striving to address their current trade related
concerns, so excluded members may face greater trade and investment diversion and reduced
opportunities for growth and development. In this CETA should be viewed as an important component of
the increasing tapestry of developed country PTA provisions that could challenge developing countries’
trade strategies. The projected effects of CETA seem to support this statement as the Kirkpatrick, et al.
(2011) SIAs shows a small decline in projected GDP for the Rest of the World (ROW) category.
Keeping this in mind there does seem to be some validity in its broad interpretations of the effects of a
comprehensive trade agreement between the EU and Canada on the parties, and developing third party
countries. For one, the results align with findings from other studies on the effects of comprehensive PTAs.
Another aspect of CETA worth examining is the possible preference erosion or substitution impact of
improved market access in the presence of trade structure similarity between Canada and developing
countries. Considering that the EU is one of the ACP groups’ largest export markets (Draper, Lacey, &

Indicators considering the predicted changes in trade for developing and LDC states (‘% Change in aggregate export of i from
region r, FOB weights) are included in the Annex of the Kirkpatrick, et al. (2011) study; however, these tables were not discussed in
the main body of the report. While the raw data shows promise for further consideration with regards to the effect of CETA on LDC
and developing states’ trade flows the interpretation and dissemination of this information goes beyond the scope of this study.
16
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Ramkolowan, 2014) the possible effects of direct competition with Canada under CETA could have a
substantial impact on their welfare.
For the purposes of this paper, the preferential trade schemes offered by the EU are most relevant, given
its economic weight relative to Canada but also our focus on recommendations to the EU Parliament, and
accordingly we note the following two:

•

•

EU Generalised System of Preferences (European Commission, 2013b) – The EU provides for
preferential (reduced duty) access to roughly 65 % of all tariff lines for developing country beneficiaries.
The same tariff lines are zero-rated for GSP+ countries that meet the criteria set out by the EU, while
least developed countries receive full duty-free access across all products except arms and armaments
through the Everything But Arms scheme.
o

Standard GSP beneficiaries – 41 countries across the globe are provided with preferential
access to EU markets.

o

GSP+ beneficiaries – 8 countries across the globe are currently granted preferential access to
EU markets provided under GSP+, pending decisions under consideration by the Council and
the European Parliament (European Commission, 2016f).

o

EBA – The EU’s EBA preferential system provides for duty-free access to 49 countries across
Africa, Asia, the Pacific and Caribbean.

EU Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) 17 – The EU began negotiations with seven regional blocs
across developing country regions in order to achieve wide and deep trade agreements, a number of
these agreement negotiations have been concluded and EPA member states have started to sign
and/or ratify these agreements. To date, only the regional EPA EU-CARIFORUM is being implemented,
providing the Caribbean region with duty-free access to the EU, while the SADC EPA is provisionally
applied. A number of individual countries have signed or ratified interim EPA agreements.

Considering the preferential rates available to developing and LDC states under the EUs’ schemes and
agreements the impact of better market access between developed states, arising from CETA or other
PTAs, on developing countries and LDCs is likely to be limited.
In terms of trade and economic activity the EU and Canada seem to have complementary structures. The
European Commission (2016a) noted that extensive reduction of tariffs is a key consideration for the
agreement as potential trade opportunities for energy and raw materials exist between Canada, as a
supplier, and the EU, as a consumer. As Law (2014) also noted, Canada, like many African countries, is
endowed with natural resources and commodities that consistently contribute more than 60 % to
Canada’s total exports, albeit mostly to the USA. In addition, Canada is a large producer of agricultural
goods. Furthermore, according to Global Affairs Canada (2016) ‘[t]he historic Canada and EU
Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) is by far Canada’s most ambitious trade initiative,
broader in scope and deeper in ambition than the historic North American Free Trade Agreement.’
Whether Canadian exports are directly competitive with ACP exports is unclear. However, direct
competition with Canadian exports could pose a significant threat in terms of African exports erosion but
this depends on the extent to which such products, both Canadian and ACP, face MFN import tariffs in the
EU market in relation to the tariff preference granted to Canadian producers under CETA, if any.
Generally, countries do not tax imports of raw materials and energy since these are crucial inputs into
manufacturing activities in particular, and to do so may render downstream industries uncompetitive.
Therefore, potential trade diversion effects are likely to be concentrated on the agriculture sector, where

See ‘Overview of Economic Partnership Agreements’, updated January 2017, available on the EC website:
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2009/september/tradoc_144912.pdf, last accessed on 12 February 2017.
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the EU’s protection levels are significant, but only to the extent that Canada and the ACP group directly
compete in particular product lines where the incidence of protection is high. In this light the overall trade
diversion effects, at least in relation to the TTIP (and the USA as a major agricultural and commodities
producer), are not likely to be pronounced, although there will be some (Rollo, et al., 2013). Since we have
not investigated this issue in detail in relation to CETA trade we cannot, unfortunately, confirm or deny this
supposition.

3.2.2

Impacts not measured by the SIA

The CETA is one, if not the most, modern and extensively liberalising trade agreements to date, both in
terms of the traditional WTO liberalisation agenda focusing on reducing barriers to trade in goods and
services, and in terms of regulatory cooperation, setting up a Regulatory Cooperation Forum as well as
conformity assessment bodies for specific sectors. Beyond reducing barriers to trade the CETA is aimed at
addressing issues on rules regarding investment protection, the environment, government procurement,
labour practices and ‘dialogues’ on different issues like technology, raw materials and forestry (Law, 2014).
In this light, and notwithstanding the SIA’s commendable effort to model the potential impacts of services
liberalisation, relative to the literature reviewed in chapter 2 the SIA does not encompass the full potential
set of impacts. Possibly this is because the SIA was published prior to the major mega-regional impact
assessments reviewed in chapter 2, and as such was not influenced by the broader set of approaches some
of those studies have taken, particularly in their NTMs and regulatory purview. Having said that, modelling
the potential impact of NTMs is a very fraught exercise and we should not place a great deal of confidence
in the ensuing results, hence this may not be a major absence from the SIA.
Nonetheless, Law (2014) notes that the regulatory harmonisation aspect of CETA is likely to have a larger
impact on developing states than the market access aspects. If true, this would conform to the thrust of
the mega-regionals impact analyses reviewed in chapter 2. However, it is clear that the CETA’s primary
modality for standards convergence is mutual recognition and/or mutual equivalence. Neither modality
should impact negatively on non-party states since, in principle, the EU and Canada’s existing standards
would not be affected. However, the CETA also establishes a regulatory cooperation forum, which is
intended to lead to mutual development of standards, implying harmonisation of some standards in
future. If this is to be a purely bilateral mechanism, then the risk of ‘lock-out’ for non-party states would rise
commensurate with new standards development. Should non-party states be included in the forum, the
risk would accordingly be diminished, albeit relative to the capacities of non-party states to participate. At
the time of writing it is not clear how the forum will evolve, since it has yet to be established.
Overall, non-party states could either benefit or lose out from NTM precedents being set in the CETA,
depending on the extent of trade creation and the willingness of the private sector to adopt changes in
domestic or regional standards. For example, since the EU’s EPAs with ACP states are said to be the
precursor, in the temporal sense, for the CETA (Law, 2014), and considering the extensive list of items in
the EPAs’ rendez-vous clauses, ACP states might yet have the opportunity to participate in the convergence
of standards and reduction of NTMs, assuming they wished to do so.
One regulatory aspect in particular, in both the CETA and EPAs, has been a consistent source of contention.
As the EU negotiates for more competitive access to commodities in party states it pushed for the removal
of export restrictions. In the CETA this was a difficult point to negotiate as the Canadian government had
to dismantle certain provincial regulations preventing the export of raw, unprocessed commodities, in
order to retain market access offered by the EU on seafood products. The Canadian federal government
agreed to a monetary compensation package to the affected provinces and settled on a 3-year phase out
of export restrictions specifically for these provinces.
In this instance, Canada, as the negotiating partner, decided to deal with the issue internally to ensure
completion of the deal without losing market access offered by the EU. According to Law (2014) the EU is
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likely to include the removal of export restriction in future negotiations, with the EPA negotiations being
no exception. Canada’s ability to negotiate a phase-out falls in line with the most recent EPA texts, which
also include phase outs and standstill clauses. The EU’s current approach seems to leave policy space to
negotiate export restrictions, rather than a complete abolishment of export restrictions.
However, by losing first-mover advantage, the ACP states might have limited their ability to negotiate or
exclude other contentious topics, like access to government procurement or investor-state dispute
settlement (ISDS) which may be re-opened via the rendez-vous clauses to be negotiated at a later stage.
Whether CETA would become the blueprint for future negotiations is still unclear.
Considering that the EU and Canada are the only parties to CETA, the extent of market access provided,
and levels of disciplines, in the agreement are very high. It is unlikely that many developing countries
would find a CETA-inspired agreement palatable since its liberalisation agenda extends further than
traditional PTAs, does not include provisions for developing country assistance, or asymmetrical market
access, and its ‘behind the border’ regulatory content is extensive. Furthermore, developing countries and
LDCs could find the demands on standards and NTM reductions difficult to comply with.
Like the TPP, CETA could also contribute to a complicated and fragmented international trade system. As
mentioned in section 2.2.4, it can be expected that non-members of these developed country PTAs will
negotiate their own large PTAs leading to a process of competitive liberalisation which is likely to further
increase fragmentation of global markets. This could result in separate dispute settlement processes,
contributing to an erosion of the significance of the multilateral (WTO) dispute settlement system.
Regarding ISDS, the CETA adopts the EU’s preferred Investment Court system (European Commission,
2016). 18 This addresses widespread criticism of the ad-hoc panels currently characteristic of ISDS by
creating a permanent group of arbitrators, subject to review by an appeals tribunal. The CETA also limits
the ability of MNCs to bring frivolous cases to dispute settlement, and curtails the practice of ‘forumshopping’, whereby companies establish a physical presence in an investment treaty signatory state purely
to access treaty benefits. Similarly, the investment chapter curtails pursuance of investment disputes in
multiple forums. It also explicitly recognises the party states’ right to regulate in the public interest, in
relation to which it limits remedial measures by ruling out the requirement for states to alter policies in
cases in which the state concerned has legislated in the public interest.
Overall, for critics of ISDS many of whom are to be found in developing countries, these reforms would
seem to address the main substantive issues. However, for those opposed to the principle of ISDS, the
Investment Court system remains, in essence, a moderated ISDS structure. Whether it will prove to be a
replicable model, either in other bilateral settings such as the EPAs or in the WTO, remains to be seen.
Consequently, it is too early to judge its impacts on developing countries.
Nonetheless, if the CETA’s investment court system were to become the model for regulating investment
disputes internationally, this would, in the first instance, signal an acceptance of the approach by
developing countries in general. It is important to make this point since, as previously noted, some
countries, both developed and developing, are strongly opposed to international investment dispute
arbitration in principle. Should these concerns be allayed, then the way would be opened for the
investment court system to be multilateralised, in other words included in the WTO. In our view this would
strengthen the multilateral rules-based trading system substantially, representing an important gain for
the global trading system.
In terms of RoO, the CETA is mostly based on the existing standard EU rules with some derogation for
specific sectors and product lines to the benefit of Canada on a quota basis. According to the European
18

This paragraph is derived from European Commission, 2016.
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Commission (2016a) future rules of origin accumulation 19 with the USA on vehicles and a select number of
agricultural products have been agreed upon, pending the conclusion of the TTIP, as well as the possible
inclusion of accumulation with third countries with which the EU and Canada have PTAs. This would mean
that developing countries that have PTAs with the EU could have their suppliers included in value chains
in which the final assembly takes place in the EU provided, of course, that the companies concerned satisfy
the applicable RoO. Furthermore, once the CETA and TTIP would be implemented, the EU would have PTAs
with all three North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) members, in which case harmonisation of
RoO is a possibility. According to Law (2014), collectively the NAFTA PTAs with the EU would present
greater competition for the ACP countries in EU markets when considering the harmonisation of RoO and
the possible network of diagonal accumulation.
Barring the NTMs discussed above, the SIA study takes note of its constraints in terms of capacity to
accurately measure product level data, ability to make quantitative assessments on data gathered from
investment, portfolio financial flows, and labour mobility as well as the authors’ knowledge of the final text
of the CETA agreement. Therefore, the results should be treated with caution.

3.3

Mitigation strategies

From the foregoing, it is clear that mega-regionals and also smaller PTAs like CETA will impact on
developing countries in general and LDCs in particular. The literature on mega-regionals has developed
various proposals for mitigation strategies, for developed countries consideration. Three categories are
briefly considered below, namely 1) assistance for capacity-building in the field of trade-related standards;
2) revision of rules of origin regimes and preferential tariff schemes for LDCs; and 3) actions to include LDCs
and developing countries in plurilateral agreements either being negotiated or underway in the WTO. Each
is considered in turn.

3.3.1

Capacity-building to meet new or higher standards

Regarding mutual recognition of standards in CETA, the consolidated CETA text (chapter 5 article 5.6.3,
Annex 5-D, and Annex 5-E) only refers to the parties to the agreement. Whether a third party, having
attained recognition from a CETA party, would automatically be extended recognition by other CETA
parties is not clear. This highlights the need to assist non-parties to conform to standards covered by the
CETA.
Either way, assisting small-scale producers to achieve standards accreditation is a major issue. For this
purpose, capacity building measures are necessary (Fricke, Freytag, & Draper, 2015). In this regard,
developed countries participating in PTA negotiations, and developing country participants in a position
to do so, can provide support for standards agencies in LDCs on a bilateral basis, for example by educating
agents, sending teaching staff to the agency, and/or underwriting the costs of building standards-setting
procedures.
Since standards are often set by MNCs, one tool could be promoting public-private collaboration between
multinationals from these countries, and LDC governments. Development aid could be very beneficial in
supporting this collaboration. It may also help with financing standards compliance programs for LDC
entrepreneurs and managers, and mentoring arrangements could be concluded between MNCs and
qualifying SMEs.

19
Originating status can also be conferred through cumulation, which allows non-originating inputs to qualify as originating if
they are imported from other PTA members. Cumulation is sometimes considered a kind of derogation or exception to the main
rules of origin criteria. But it has also been described as a mechanism through which countries that are part of a PTA can ‘share
production’ and ‘jointly comply with the relevant rules of origin provisions’. See World Customs Organisation, ‘Accumulation /
Cumulation’, available at http://www.wcoomd.org/en/topics/origin/instrument-and-tools/comparative-study-on-preferentialrules-of-origin/specific-topics/study-topics/cum.aspx, last accessed on 10 January 2017.
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Similarly, international organisations, such as the International Trade Centre (ITC), can help in several ways:
by linking buyers and suppliers in key value chains; assisting suppliers from LDCs to learn which standards
are applicable to the products they supply; and assisting those SMEs through conformity assessment
procedures in key PTA signatories’ markets. Other international organisations such as the World Bank, and
various regional development banks, for example the African Development Bank, should also be mobilised
towards this end.

3.3.2

Policy changes for developed countries’ consideration

One key policy position that parties to developed country PTAs, notably CETA, could adopt is to
automatically extend conformity assessment recognition to non-parties to the agreement, provided that
they achieve recognition in at least one PTA member state. Such recognition could be confined to LDC
exporters or, more likely, LDCs in general. This approach would have the added benefit of unlocking trade
flows that otherwise may not have occurred; a result purportedly desired by all developed country PTA
parties.

3.3.3

CETA’s impacts on the trading system: the case for plurilaterals

Given the impasse in the Doha Development Agenda and general lack of progress in WTO negotiations, it
is clear that new modalities are required if the WTO’s centrality to the global trade system is to be restored
and maintained. There is an emerging consensus that the answer lies, substantially, in plurilateral
negotiations involving smaller subsets of the WTO’s membership, such as the ones leading to ITA and the
GPA. However, this path is contested, particularly by developing countries and LDCs which fear that their
issues, for example greater disciplines on agricultural subsidies, will not be amenable to such approaches,
and that in smaller groups their interests may be over-ridden by large trading powers. Central to such
concerns is that the rules agreed in developed country PTAs will find their way back into the WTO via
plurilaterals (South African Institute of International Affairs, 2015). Given the divergent interests in play, this
is no easy matter to resolve. But at the least developed countries, which lie at the heart of mega-regionals,
need to seriously consider ways in which plurilaterals can be made more inclusive. This consideration
applies to the CETA signatories, given the extensive WTO-plus, and WTO-extra, commitments CETA entails.
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4

Case-studies

The case studies below are intended to highlight the potential effects of the CETA on developing countries
and LDCs with regards to trade relations as a measure of welfare impact. Given the nature of this paper,
they are necessarily high level and illustrative.
As section 3.2 pointed out, the impact of CETA on developing countries and LDCs is likely to be confined
to trade diversion and preference erosion effects from increased market access between the EU and
Canada, and the potential impact of new standards and approaches to addressing NTMs as agreed
between Canada and the EU. The latter is very difficult to establish a priori, and even more difficult to
measure; therefore, it is beyond the scope of this exercise. Accordingly, we focus on trade in goods and
associated import tariff barriers.

4.1

Selection of case-studies

To ensure that representative developing countries and LDCs are selected to gauge the trade diversion
and preference erosion effects of CETA, as it affects trade related welfare, the selected states would need
to be relatively dependent on export revenue from the EU and Canada. Accordingly, a consistent measure
is needed to determine the connectedness of developing countries and LDCs to the EU and Canadian
goods markets. Therefore, CETA reported import values were used as opposed to developing and LDC state
reported export values 20. Furthermore, the reported trade data from the EU and Canada is more current
and up to date than partner LDC and developing country trade data, whose reported trade data often
includes mirror data rather than their own national customs data (or direct data). The same approach is
followed for Global trade data, where reported imports from developing countries and LDCs are used.
However, the aggregated figures contain a combination of direct and mirror import data as reported by
other developing countries and LDCs. According to the UN Comtrade Database (UN Comtrade Database,
2016a) the number of available records for recent years does not include all reporting states. For 2013, 152
country records have been reported, 154 records for 2014 and 140 for 2015. Therefore, the developing
countries 21 and LDCs were sorted using the simple average reported imports values for 2013 to 2015, rather
than any single year’s reported values. For total global imports of goods, and the calculations to determine
CETA’s share of total global imports of goods from developing and LDC states, 2014 data was used, as it is
the most recent and complete year on record in terms of global trade data and CETA countries trade data.
Import tariffs will also be considered in this section; hence constraints of available tariff data form part of
the decision to use 2014 trade data. Tariff rates were taken from the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD) – Trade Analysis Information System (TRAINS) dataset for which the latest
available year on record is 2014. For the data discussion, the CETA’s reported imports are used as a proxy
for developing and LDC exports.
Given the guiding literature, in respect of chapters 2 and 3, a preferred case study country would come
from the ACP group of states and have a standing PTA or another preferential trade scheme with the EU,
Canada or both. We also felt it is important to analyse one non-LDC developing country and one LDC.

Import data, everywhere in the world, is more reliable than export data for the simple reason that imports are widely taxed
whereas exports are not. In other words, the incentive to measure import values accurately is far greater for customs authorities
than it is to measure export values accurately.
21
List of 59 countries as reported by the World Bank (WITS, 2016). It includes self-classified developing countries in the WTO but
excludes LDCs and countries with a Binding Coverage of less than 35 %.
20
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Table 3: Total import share of goods from developing countries, Top 10 (ranked by
CETA share), USD, 2014
CETA’s total goods imports
from developing countries,
2014
$13 223 129 002

Country

Tunisia

Global imports of goods from
developing countries, 2014

CETA’s share of total
global imports, 2014

$16 670 483 476

79,32%

Morocco

$16 224 929 032

$25 380 788 215

63,93%

Turkey

$77 670 592 576

$142 499 811 635

54,51%

China

$507 431 946 349

$2 522 048 117 348

20,12%

Brazil

$46 601 836 817

$233 731 587 248

19,94%

South Africa

$24 209 771 737

$134 274 050 106

18,03%

Thailand

$30 414 416 145

$239 861 944 177

12,68%

Mexico

$51 012 631 747

$411 684 402 766

12,39%

Indonesia

$23 304 094 823

$201 783 957 434

11,55%

Malaysia

$31 963 940 564

$303 015 333 548

10,55%

Source: Authors’ calculations from UN Comtrade data, 2016

Table 3, covering non-LDCs, shows that the EU’s neighbouring states Tunisia, Morocco and Turkey are
much more dependent on exports to the CETA zone, overwhelmingly the EU, than any of the other
developing states in the top 10 (column 3). Turkey is currently in a customs union agreement with the EU
in addition to being part of the Euromed (Euro-Mediterranean partnership). Morocco and Tunisia are also
part of the Euromed, both have association agreements with the EU and both countries are in negotiations
to further deepen and extend their PTAs. However, and with due respect to Head & Disdier (2006), the close
geographical proximity of these states to the EU disqualifies them as being representative developing
states.
According to the European Commission (2016c), trade agreements between the EU and Brazil, on the one
hand, and the EU and China on the other, are still being negotiated in the case of the former and considered
in the case of the latter. Although negotiations/discussions are in progress, currently the European
Commission notes that both states have trade restrictive measures in place, Brazil on imports and China
on exports. Of the remaining developing states in the top 10, South Africa has the highest dependency on
CETA exports while maintaining a bilateral PTA with the EU, although it does not have a PTA with Canada.
South Africa is also part of the ACP group of states. For these reasons, we develop a brief case-study on
South Africa.
Table 4: Total import share of goods from LDCs, Top 10 (ranked by CETA share),
USD, 2014

Bangladesh

Total CETA imports of goods
from LDCs, 2014
$20 897 654 260

Total Global imports of
goods from LDCs, 2014
$34 577 886 295

CETA share of total
global imports, 2014
60,44 %

Mauritania

$523 042 666

$882 223 336

59,29 %

Madagascar

$1 325 158 389

$2 542 134 072

52,13 %

Cambodia

$5 756 704 090

$13 092 023 307

43,97 %

Mozambique

$2 002 150 049

$6 297 785 696

31,79 %

$724 812 054

$3 004 278 043

24,13 %

Country

Niger
Guinea

$637 346 657

$2 733 250 501

23,32 %

Angola

$12 954 570 418

$65 188 520 810

19,87 %

Dem. Rep. of the Congo

$1 493 586 671

$8 323 414 834

17,94 %

United Rep. of Tanzania

$854 833 940

$4 838 356 400

17,67 %

Source: UN Comtrade, 2016

From Table 4 it is clear that Bangladesh, Mauritania and Madagascar are heavily dependent on exports to
the CETA states, particularly the EU. Bangladesh is currently exporting to the EU under the EBA; however,
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there is no trade agreement between the EU and Bangladesh. Of the remaining 9 LDC states two are said
to hold potential for a PTA (Cambodia and Angola), five (Mauritania, Mozambique, Niger, Guinea and
Tanzania) are adopting or ratifying EPAs, Madagascar has an interim EPA in place under the Eastern and
Southern Africa (ESA) group of states, and the DRC is currently negotiating an EPA as part of the Central
African region (European Commission, 2016c). While all these states enjoy duty-free quota free access to
the European market under the EBA, all continue to negotiate for deeper integration with one exception,
Tanzania. It has withdrawn its decision to sign the East African Community EPA, the reason for which is
unclear, however in an East African Community (EAC) press release (EALA, 2016) Rt Hon Daniel F. Kidega
from the East African Legislative Assembly (EALA) was reported as saying:
‘[…] the region is seized of the matter of the EPAs given a number of recent developments. The
main one concerns the Brexit and its implications which we as a region need to take cognisance of.
The other concerns the decision by the EU to embargo/blockade the Republic of Burundi from
enjoying the benefits of trade. EALA has enacted Trade Negotiations Act, 2008 that among other
things calls for joint negotiations of Treaties that are of benefit to the bloc.’
Tanzania’s concern about trade agreements, being ‘of benefit to the bloc’, can be interpreted as a concern
about the effects of graduating from EBA to EPA, whereby Tanzania would have to gradually reciprocate
market access offered by the EU. It places EU exports in jeopardy, in addition to those of its partner states
in the East African Community. This makes the Tanzanian case politically interesting, too.
It is our view that including Tanzania as an LDC case study will allow for a review of an LDC reconsidering
being party to a ‘modern’ trade agreement with its principle trading partner, notwithstanding the potential
for preference erosion that the CETA presents. It is understood that CETA would have a moderate
preference erosion effect regardless of which trade arrangement the EU and Tanzania have in place;
whether it is the EBA or EPA the EU‘s applied tariffs on Tanzanian imports would remain very low. The effect
of CETA and similar developed country PTAs would mean that while Tanzania’s trade costs remain more or
less the same, parties to developed country PTAs would have reduced trade costs. Considering that both
Tanzania and Canada are primary resource exporting countries the likelihood of some preference erosion
occurring is slightly heightened.

4.2

Potential welfare-export impact analysis: South Africa and Tanzania

According to the World Bank (2016), South Africa’s exports of goods and services as a percentage of GDP
(31.25 % in 2014) was slightly higher than the global average (30.36 % in 2014) while Tanzania’s exports of
goods and services as a percentage of GDP (19.48 % in 2014) was much lower. Due to this large difference
between the two selected states’ exports of goods and services as a percentage of GDP, preference erosion
is likely to have a proportionately larger impact on South Africa compared to Tanzania.
Indeed, UN Comtrade data (2016b) shows that South Africa is more exposed to preference erosion in the
CETA markets than Tanzania (Table 3 and Table 4). Using CETA and global reported imports as a proxy, we
see that total South African merchandise exports was reported to be USD 134 274 050 106 in 2014 of which
0.74 % was exported to Canada and 17.29 % to the EU-28. On the other hand, Tanzania had a much smaller
global export footprint; total Tanzanian merchandise exports were reported to be USD 4 838 356 400 in
2014, of which 0.81 % was exported to Canada and 16.86 % to the EU-28. These figures show that in
addition to being more dependent on exports, South Africa is also more exposed to preference erosion,
especially in the EU.
Data at product heading level (HS 4-digit level), shows that Tanzania has a much more concentrated trade
structure with both the EU and Canada than South Africa, although both South Africa and Tanzania have a
more concentrated trade structure with Canada than the EU.
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For this part of the study, EU and Canada reported import data was used to measure product level exposure
in order to maintain consistency with other variables, notably value of imports, HS classification, and the
related tariff rates applied by each importing country.
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the eight most valuable imported products’ share of total bilateral imports for
the EU and Canada as imported from South Africa and Tanzania in 2014 respectively. A ‘Rest’ category is
included, which is the sum of the remaining products not included in the most valuable groups. Share is
calculated using the reported import value of the product cluster (at HS 4-digit level) divided by the
reported total import value (sum of all imports) for the EU and Canada from South Africa and Tanzania
respectively. Due to rounding the share of each category does not equal 100 %.
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Figure 2: EU imports from South Africa, share of total bilateral imports, product
category code with product cluster description, 2014

Source: Author’s calculations from UN Comtrade dataset, 2016
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Figure 3: EU imports from Tanzania, share of total bilateral imports, product category code with product
cluster description, 2014

Source: Author’s calculations from UN Comtrade dataset, 2016

Whereas South Africa’s highest value product (gold) accounts for 20 % of total imports from the EU, the
remaining 7 products in Figure 2 make up just more than 36.56 % of the total. The remaining (‘rest’) 1 045
product headings account for less than half of total bilateral imports, which indicates a fairly concentrated
export structure. However, Tanzania has a much more concentrated export structure with the six highest
value imports accounting for more than 75 % of total bilateral imports to the EU and tobacco alone
accounting for 27 % of total bilateral imports (see Figure 3).
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Figure 4: Canada imports from South Africa, share of total bilateral imports, product
category code with product cluster description, 2014

Source: Author’s calculations from UN Comtrade dataset, 2016
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Figure 5: Canada imports from Tanzania, share of total bilateral imports, product
category code with product cluster description, 2014

Source: Author’s calculations from UN Comtrade dataset, 2016

As noted above, Canadian imports from South Africa and Tanzania are small compared to EU imports from
these states. As Figure 4 and Figure 5 show, these imports are much more concentrated with the eight
most valuable imports accounting for 69.04 % and 96.41 % of total bilateral Canadian imports from South
Africa and Tanzania, respectively. While Canadian imports of Refined copper and copper alloys, unwrought
from Tanzania seems significant, Tanzania reported exports of Refined copper and copper alloys,
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unwrought (ITC, 2016b) shows that Canadian imports constitute a very small stake in its global export
profile; 48 % of the product heading was exported to India, 28.5 % to the UAE and 19.6 % to China.
Given the relatively large share of exports to the EU compared to Canada, for South Africa and Tanzania,
the next section compares tariff rates applied by the EU to the most valuable products imported from
South Africa to the rates applied to Canadian imports of the same product headings. As Tanzania exports
to the EU under the EBA it is expected that any competing product tariff liberalisation granted under CETA
will have an impact on Tanzania’s exports. Product heading HS0805 (Citrus fruit, fresh or dried) is not
included in this analysis as the EU did not report any imports of the products from Canada. Product heading
HS9999 (Other) is also excluded as tariff data is not available.
South Africa only faces applied tariffs in two of its nineteen highest value exports at HS 4-digit level, not
including HS0805 (Citrus fruit, fresh or dried). Product heading HS 2204 (Wine of fresh grapes, including
fortified wines; grape must other than that of heading 20.09) attracts slightly higher ad valorem equivalent
(AVE) average weighted tariffs than Canadian imports. However, the EU imports significantly more from
South Africa in terms of volume and value, although relatively high non-weighted AVE rates are imposed
on imports of Canadian HS 2204 (Wine of fresh grapes, including fortified wines; grape must other than
that of heading 20.09) compared to South Africa, as reported by the ITC (2016a). In each product cluster
within the heading we find that South Africa’s exports mostly consist of a product cluster (HS 220421 –
Wine of fresh grapes, incl. fortified wines, and grape must whose fermentation has been arrested by the
addition of alcohol, in containers of <= 2 l [excluding sparkling wine]) with a lower tariff rate (AVE 3.66 %)
than its Canadian counterpart (AVE 4.43 %). While Canada currently exports a small amount of wine to the
EU it faces relatively higher tariffs. Therefore, it can be expected that implementation of CETA will have an
impact on South African exports of wine as the agreement will ‘not only end customs tariffs, but will also
remove other relevant trade barriers’ for wines and spirits (European Commission, 2016d). However, this
liberalisation effort is strategically aimed at opening the Canadian market for exports from the EU. The
CETA, like the EPAs, include articles on Geographical Indication (GI) which protect EU brands in the
Canadian market but also work to protect South African brands in the EU market.
For South Africa, HS0808 (Apples, pears and quinces, fresh) is more sensitive to tariff liberalisation
compared to HS2204 (Wine of fresh grapes, incl. fortified wines; grape must, partly fermented and of an
actual alcoholic strength of > 0,5% volume or grape must with added alcohol of an actual alcoholic
strength of > 0,5% volume) given the small difference in average price per quantity, however CETA is unlike
to have an impact on market preference.
As Table 5 shows, the EU applies tariffs to imports from both Canada and South Africa, with imports from
Canada attracting a trade weighted average tariff of 9.59 % compared to South Africa’s 5.56 %. Again, EU
imports of the product heading from South Africa dwarf that of imports from Canada. The product heading
HS0808 (Apples, pears and quinces, fresh) consists mainly of fresh apples (HS080810) and fresh pears
(HS080830) to which the EU applies an AVE of 9.17 % and 7.67 % respectively for imports from South Africa
and Canada. However, the CETA text (European Commission, 2016b) states that for the product clusters
concerned, ‘the tariff elimination shall apply to the ad valorem duty only; the specific duty resulting from
the entry price system applicable for these originating goods shall be maintained’. This means that both
South Africa and Canada will continue to face specific (non ad valorem) import tariffs in this product
category.
For the remaining fifteen product headings, imports from South Africa do not attract tariffs, whereas 6 of
the 15 headings currently attract tariffs when imported from Canada. Of these product headings three fall
under the Vehicles other than railway or tramway rolling stock, and parts and accessories thereof classification
(HS87) which is likely to see a complete phase out of tariffs over 3 to 7 years from implementation; one falls
under the Machinery, mechanical appliances, nuclear reactors, boilers; parts thereof classification (HS84)
which is likely to see a complete removal of tariffs upon entry into force. The next product heading falls
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under the classification of Edible fruit and nuts; peel of citrus fruit or melons (HS08) which, as already
discussed, is likely to see a partial phase out of tariffs but specific non ad valorem tariffs are likely to remain
in place. The last product heading falls under classification Iron and steel (HS72), which currently faces very
low tariff rates; however, these are set be completely removed in addition to any exports restriction.
Given the high level of product aggregation, it is difficult to tell whether there are any directly competing
exports from Canada. In only five of the 17 product headings in Table 5 did the EU import more in terms of
value from Canada compared to South Africa and four of the product headings in terms of quantity. While
the quantity viewed with the value of imports can hint toward the value per unit of a product heading, and
by extension which product lines in the heading are being imported, most product headings already do
not attract tariffs. This means that in terms of tariff liberalisation South Africa is not likely to see any
significant preference erosion, at least in the product headings included in Table 5.
Lastly, for a middle-income country (MIC) such as South Africa the impact of CETA may also be felt in
relation to South African SMEs, notably in the wine industry. The increased rate of progressive PTA trading
blocs has the potential impact of marginalising SMEs and markets that do not have the technical ability to
adapt to the changing landscape with regards to consumer market standards. While CETA’s impact on
South Africa in this regard is not likely to be of great magnitude, considering that negotiations on the
Southern African Development Community (SADC) EPA has concluded, it could be a trendsetter for future
EU PTA negotiations with other competing suppliers.
Table 5: EU trade weighted import tariffs, most valuable bilateral imported products
from South Africa, 2014
Commodity Code
(HS 4-digit)

South Africa

0806

Quantity
imported
197641200

Import value
(USD)
$592 185 795

0808

184589900

2204

300856568

2601
2604

Canada

0

Quantity
imported
138100

$255 701 440

5,56

212504

$319 430

9,59

$512 572 544

6,18

292464

$2 450 761

5

5143206800

$574 696 848

0

16374934143

$1 833 888 000

0

227279308

$381 678 392

0

30442200

$40 350 411

0

2614

297364000

$224 610 673

0

306960100

$200 894 073

0

2616

84300

$714 918 997

0

1236025

$9 282 100

0

2701

16873873747

$1 376 192 132

0

3053080417

$655 305 676

0

117617

$4 802 566 863

0

7110

55273

$1 960 301 954

0

7112

547210

$251 227 593

0

7202

884302842

9267700

7102
7108

8421

Weighted
average AVE

$997 247 231

0

$1 294 694 549

0

Import value
(USD)
$361 407

Weighted
average AVE
2,4

$441 873 634

0

$1 462 275 900

0

$7 942 708 837

0

1631

$44 651 248

0

2323401

$646 039 455

0

$81 643 473

0,06

$59 595 382

1,11

189148

8703

69184

$1 640 641 840

0

11486

$190 033 996

9,43

8704

19430

$552 759 433

0

34

$849 396

8,76

8708

23415862

$227 148 842

0

18246161

$236 679 973

3,76

Source: Author’s calculations from UN Comtrade and UNCTAD Trade Analysis Information System data, 2016
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Currently trade between the EU and South Africa is regulated by the Trade, Development and Co-operation
Agreement (TDCA) which has an extensive tariff liberalisation schedule, covering 90% of bilateral trade
between the two parties. However South Africa signed the EU-SADC EPA in June 2016 which is set to
replace the current TDCA once ratified. According to the European Commission (2016) the EU-SADC EPA
offers better trading terms over the TDCA mainly in agriculture and fisheries, including for wine, sugar,
fisheries products, flowers and canned fruits. Therefore, once ratified the liberalisation under the EPA could
afford better terms for South African exports of HS 2204 (Wine of fresh grapes, incl. fortified wines…).
Fortunately, the product category 0808 is also scheduled to see an immediate reduction in tariffs upon
entry into force of the agreement with two product lines excluded from tariff reduction commitments.
Where South Africa exports to the EU under a PTA, Tanzania exports to the EU under the EBA, granting
duty-free quota free access to the EU market for everything except arms. Table 6 shows the 18 most
valuable imported products from Tanzania as reported by the EU and the corresponding data for Canadian
imports. Of the 18 product clusters in the list, 11 currently attract duties when imported from Canada with
varying weighted average AVEs. Of Tanzania’s three most valuable bilateral exported product clusters only
two attract tariffs when imported from Canada. Those applied to Canadian exports are relatively high;
Unmanufactured tobacco; tobacco refuse (HS 2401) attracting a weighted average AVE 9.57 % and Fish fillets
and other fish meat (whether or not minced), fresh, chilled or frozen (HS 0304) attracting a weighted average
AVE of 7.24 %. This indicates that CETA tariff liberalisation could have a substantial preference eroding
effect on Tanzania’s most valuable bilateral import products, to the extent that Canada is an exporter of
both product groups.
Under CETA the EU will grant preferential access to Canada for several competing imports listed in Table 6,
in fact only two of the 18 products in Table 6 are included in the negative list 22: HS 0304 (Fish fillets and
other fish meat, whether or not minced, fresh, chilled or frozen) and HS 0307 (Molluscs, fit for human
consumption, even smoked, whether in shell or not, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in brine, flours,
meals and pellets of molluscs, fit for human consumption). CETA Annex 2-A, containing the EU and Canada’s
negative lists, notes that frozen cod (HS 0304) would face a transitional tariff rate quota (1000 Metric
Tonnes per year) over 8 years following the implementation of CETA, but will only apply to product
subheading HS 0304.71 and HS 0304.79. While Tanzania does not export these specific product lines, rather
HS 0304.63 Frozen fillets of Nile perch ‘Lates niloticus’ and HS 0304.33 Fresh or chilled fillets of Nile perch ‘Lates
niloticus’, assuming that products from the heading HS 0304 (Fish fillets and other fish meat, whether or not
minced, fresh, chilled or frozen) are even partially substitutable, Tanzania could be facing increased
competition from Canadian import as the tariff rate quota phases out. The same goes for HS 0307 (Molluscs,
fit for human consumption, even smoked, whether in shell or not, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in
brine; flours, meals and pellets of molluscs, fit for human consumption), the difference being that it is on a
faster staging category and does not attract a tariff rate quota.
However, it is worth noting that of the 18 product clusters included in Table 6 eight product clusters from
EU-Canada imports are already larger than EU-Tanzania imports.

CETA uses a negative tariff elimination list which means that unless a tariff code is listed in a Party’s Tariff Schedule in the CETA
text (Annex 2-A), the tariff applicable on the import of that product will be eliminated immediately upon entry into force of CETA.

22
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Table 6: EU trade weighted import tariffs, most valuable bilateral imported products
from Tanzania, 2014
Commodity Code
(HS 4-digit)
303

Tanzania
Quantity
imported
1322900

304
307

888598

Import value
(USD)
$6 656 256

Canada
Weighted
average AVE
-

$78 125 286

-

$4 498 696

-

Quantity
imported
4629839
2168955

Import value
(USD)
$19 031 473

Weighted
average AVE
6,37

$25 330 668

7,24

$51 590 207

10,97

$160 360

6,47

$173

9,69

$18 185 532

-

603

3054111

$10 104 468

-

708

1613500

$6 988 257

-

100

$1 023

8,57

713

4417252

$5 685 182

-

303997146

$276 967 385

0,0022

801

1620100

$10 996 572

-

100

$1 940

-

901

24161446

$64 761 043

-

219599

$1 498 409

7,75

902

5885535

$12 173 438

-

39984

$1 189 742

0,88

602

29

1209

175229

$7 141 867

-

7935346

$24 781 421

1,92

1801

4699083

$15 975 762

-

1400

$29 247

-

2401

45325196

$219 632 719

-

1680500

$9 544 432

9,57

2603

23031621

$115 108 954

-

211845267

$361 089 590

0

2616

10574800

$58 355 704

-

1236025

$73 944 068

-

$15 908 645

-

7102
7403

2352902

78621

$9 282 100

0

$1 462 275 900

0

$720 662

0

Source: Author’s calculations from UN Comtrade and UNCTAD Trade Analysis Information System data, 2016

4.3

Further considerations for Tanzania

Following CETA implementation, there will be a number of industries in African Low-Income Countries
(LICs) and MICs that may be inadvertently affected. Though considerable focus in the agreement has been
given to investment and arbitration provisions CETA’s primary effect on developing countries could be on
resource-based industries (Law, 2014). In 2012 Canadian exports of metals and precious stones to the EU
amounted to CAD 14.6 billion (Government of Canada, 2015). Canada furthermore exports a large amount
of fish worldwide (Government of Canada, 2016b), 85 % of all fish and seafood harvested in Canada is
exported, indicating an export oriented fishing industry. Canada furthermore is endowed with
considerable diamond reserves, amounting to approximately 3 % of world production (Government of
Canada, 2016a), and gold of which it is currently the fifth largest producer globally (Dick & Naidoo, 2016).
As many developing states rely on resource extractive industries as a means of generating foreign currency,
the increasingly harmonised trading standards between the EU and Canada could potentially divert much
needed investment and capacity building away from developing country extractive industries.
According to Tanzania Invest (2016), mining contributed 3.7 % of GDP worth USD 1.7 billion in 2014. Of the
exported minerals, gold constituted 90 %. Based on Tanzania’s Development Vision 2025, the mining
sector is expected to contribute 10 % to GDP. Still a nascent industry, the mining sector is seen to be one
that can spur development in the country. Although gold production has increased by 700 % in 25 years
from 5 tons a year to 40 tons, it is still dwarfed by Canada’s 150 tons.
Aquaculture similarly is nascent and is predominately subsistence, though having potential (FAO Fisheries
and Aquaculture Department, 2016). Unfortunately, the informality of the sector and excess export
demand has led to illegal and excessive fishing which has devastated fish stocks (Michael, 2009).
Realising that Tanzania is going through a stage of development from a low economic base, the
government has been wary and prudent when acceding to regional trading blocs. This was brought to the
fore in its decision not to sign the EPA between the EAC and the EU, along with regional partners Kenya
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and Rwanda, on 1 September 2016. However, the European Commission (2016) noted that that the EAC
Summit expressed a willingness to move ahead as a region, with Tanzania actively considering signature
in the months following the September 2016 summit.
A key stated reason for not signing the EPA was that the agreement did not serve the ‘national interest’
(Otondi, 2016). The outcome of the United Kingdom (UK) referendum on EU membership (‘Brexit’) was also
cited as a rationale for not signing, as the United Kingdom is Tanzania’s key market within Europe. However,
the underlying reality seems to be that Tanzania wishes to protect its infant industries from more efficient
EU competitors. Yet, in light of the fact that the infrastructure base servicing its industries in general, and
extractive industries in particular, is significantly inferior to those of Canada and the EU, investment
location preferences in resource extraction and aquaculture industries could potentially be diverted to
Canada under CETA rather than Tanzania, assuming exports from Canada of the implicated products now
enjoy a tariff preference. It is also worth noting that should Tanzania ‘graduate’ from LDC status, its exports
would face EU MFN tariffs unless it adopts the EPA. In addition, EU manufactured products under the
proposed EAC-EU agreement could harm nascent Tanzanian industries in the absence of tariffs, although
the agreement does allow for a long-term reduction of tariffs in some product categories and, upon entry
into force, granting non-reciprocal market access of Tanzanian goods to the EU market.
The proliferation of developed country PTAs therefore not only has an impact on exporters from
developing states to the EU but also impacts relations between smaller regional trading bloc members.
Though such agreements may create more reliable business environments, they also create an
environment that restricts policy autonomy, in this case to pursue the development objectives of Tanzania.

4.4

Some thoughts on standards and rules of origin

It is to be expected that standards convergence between the EU and Canada will be a feature of the CETA,
as it is in the TPP and TTIP. While the potential cost-raising effects for non-parties would be substantially
lower given that the Canadian market is much smaller than the US market and, at least as far as South Africa
and Tanzania are concerned it is not a major export destination, there are likely to be some implications,
even if at the margin. Furthermore, given the EU’s much larger economic weight relative to Canada, it is
likely that if standards convergence takes place pursuant to CETA implementation, then on the whole it
will be weighted towards EU norms. Since ACP exporters to the EU presumably already meet EU standards,
where this is the case then there should not be new problems. However, where Canadian standards carry
more weight, which is likely to be the case vis-à-vis Canada’s major exports to the EU, some of which
compete with Tanzanian and South African exports in the EU market, the problems may arise for the two
case-study countries.
Finally, the Rules of Origin could also be a matter of concern regarding the CETA. The question is whether
the South African and Tanzanian products identified as potentially being subject to preference erosion
relative to Canadian exports could also be subject to investment diversion potential consequent on
relatively favourable rules of origin being granted to Canada. In other words companies may choose to
locate parts of their production facilities in Canada, in order to take advantage of tariff preferences and the
associated rules of origin, that may not be available to either of the case-study countries. Establishing this
potential would require a detailed interrogation of the list rules per product and exporting country, which
is unfortunately beyond the scope of this paper.
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5

Conclusion and Recommendations

Finally, in this section we summarise the key findings from our literature review and case studies, and
conclude with a few recommendations for the European Parliament’s consideration as it discusses CETA
following the concluded signature and in view of possible implementation.

5.1

General conclusions

The assessment of the internal and external impact of mega-regional agreements highlights a number of
key conclusions.
First, it is likely that the implementation of mega-regional agreements involving either the USA or the EU
will result in some preference erosion for developing countries. However, trade creation effects could
outweigh these negative trade diversion effects to the extent that developing countries’ exports to the
mega-regionals zones are complementary.
In the case of the CETA, both the SIA and our case study analyses suggest that there may be some
preference erosion effects for developing countries, particularly those with concentrated export structures
vis-à-vis the EU and those competing directly with Canada in EU markets, such as Tanzania’s possible
substitutable fish products, but it is not clear whether such trade diversion could be offset by trade creation
arising from the growth-enhancing effects of the CETA, particularly vis-à-vis the EU.
As noted in Chapter 4, CETA will have a very aggressive tariff elimination regime. Considering this, a
somewhat concerning trend is the already high value of exports in some HS4 product categories from
Canada to the EU that currently face high tariff or AVE rates compared to developing and LDC states. With
the immediate elimination of some tariff rates upon entry into force of the CETA, competing and substitute
products from developing countries and LDCs could face pressure. Although it has to be noted that within
the few expanded product subheading analyses products exported from South Africa and Tanzania may
fall within the same product category but might not be perfect substitutes. A more detailed, disaggregated
analysis is required to determine the similarity between developing country, LDCs and Canada’s export
structure with the EU.
Second, and related to this point, NTMs are an increasingly important consideration, and in many cases the
effective protection from, and therefore the effective gains from reduction of NTMs is greater than those
presented by tariff duties. From the standpoint of developing country non-parties to mega-regionals, the
net effects of NTMs, particularly standards convergence, depend on 1) how such convergence is achieved;
2) the capacity of domestic suppliers to meet new or higher standards where these arise; and 3) the extent
to which mega-regional parties encourage or inhibit non-parties’ access to the mega-regional zone.
The same considerations apply to the CETA, although the economic significance from the standpoint of
developing countries not party to CETA is clearly several orders of magnitude lower than that contingent
on the mega-regionals. However, unlike the USA, with which the EU is negotiating the TTIP, Canada is not
known as a standards setter in the international terrain. Consequently, it is more likely that Canada will
adopt EU standards than vice-versa, although the latter cannot be ruled out. In the mushrooming realm of
private standards much depends on the industry and product being considered, and Canadian competitive
strengths vis-à-vis EU suppliers. To the extent that the balance of standards-setting power resides in the
EU and not Canada, there may not be major, if any, implications for developing country exporters accessing
EU markets since they presumably already comply with EU standards. Indeed, such exporters could find
that the Canadian market opens up, depending on the extent to which the applicable CETA regulatory
standards allow for this. To properly appreciate this issue would require a product by product, issue by
issue review, which is well beyond the scope of this paper.
In relation to strategic questions, CETA does not, in our assessment, pose such urgent existential questions
as the mega-regional PTAs do. That is for the simple reason that Canada, while an important trading nation,
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is essentially a middle power, and not a global power on the scale of the USA, the EU, or Japan. So,
considered on its own merits CETA is not likely to generate significant systemic impacts, unlike TPP or TTIP.
However, to the extent that CETA promotes competitive liberalisation effects, particularly by sharpening
the need for the USA to conclude TTIP, then it could be considered to be part of the general strategic chess
game the mega-regional PTAs present. Furthermore, in the area of ISDS CETA does have some potential to
shift international momentum towards current EU preferences, namely the Investment Court System.
However, TPP has already been concluded, and contingent on its ratification, TPP’s ISDS system largely
reflects US preferences. Consequently, it is not obvious that EU preferences would prevail in the AsiaPacific, never mind at the multilateral level.

5.2

Recommendations for the European Parliament’s consideration

In section 3.3 the general mitigating strategies in relation to the important PTAs were discussed. We wish
to highlight two here. In doing so, we are cognisant that the Development Committee of the European
Parliament does not have the authority to undertake some of these steps, but its recommendations should
be taken into account by the trade committee. At the level of member states’ ratifications, the
Development Committee’s recommendations will presumably also carry some weight in the many
deliberations that will presumably unfold now that CETA has been signed.
First, considering the similarities in trade and economic structures of Canada and the ACP group, as
discussed in the case-studies, and the associated possibility of preference erosion, the EU has to carefully
consider how to conclude the EPAs project. While four comprehensive regional EPAs have been concluded,
three are still outstanding. Furthermore, EPAs – except for Cariforum – are best considered old generation
agreements since their disciplines are essentially confined to tariffs and related rules, albeit with rendezvous clauses on which at least the ACP side is not likely to be willing to engage much for the foreseeable
future. The mega-regionals and CETA, by contrast, are far more encompassing in their regulatory scope
and ‘WTO-plus’ ambition, which entails a host of additional considerations concerning potential impacts
on developing countries, as canvassed in chapters 2 and 3 of this report.
In this light, the SIA study’s projections of the impact of the CETA on developing countries and LDCs are
very limited. Consequently, we recommend that consideration be given to developing an updated CGE
model to better gauge those impacts. However, of more pressing importance is the need to systematically
identify developing countries and LDCs that are most vulnerable to preference erosion vis-à-vis Canadian
exports to the EU. Such a quantitative analysis would essentially constitute a ‘vulnerability mapping’
exercise. An important, qualitative adjunct to this exercise would be to identify which ACP/LDC exports
may be vulnerable to Canada-EU standards upgrading and/or harmonisation, arising from the Regulatory
Cooperation Forum. Since the work of the Forum has yet to begin, this could be construed as a monitoring
exercise rather than an a priori analysis, although the latter should not be ruled out. Related to this, once
vulnerable countries and product groups are systematically identified, their capacities to implement or
upgrade production processes in order to meet CETA (EU) standards should also be assessed.
Altogether, these analyses would enable EU decision makers to target remedial interventions much more
precisely and establish compensatory mechanisms using the EU’s development assistance budget. Taken
in combination, they would contribute to strengthening the potential for SMEs in affected developing
countries to participate in global trade by minimising possible ‘collateral damage’ from the CETA, while at
the same time strengthening their capacities to participate in cross-border value chains. This would ensure
that potential negative growth impacts conveyed through the trade channel are minimised, and export
opportunities are enhanced, thereby contributing to economic growth, and, through this, poverty
reduction.
In relation to this, the RoO is one particular regulatory tool that could have a significant impact on the level
of competition developing countries and LDCs face in the EU market. If RoO allow for extensive
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accumulation between the NAFTA states and the EU, then trade diversion effects could have a big impact
on third countries. Currently the inclusion of diagonal accumulation with selected third states is a point to
be discussed in the future negotiations on RoO in CETA and TTIP; these negotiations could be used to
mitigate some of the expected trade diversion. Furthermore, the EU could opt to loosen RoO and/or
accumulation thresholds with vulnerable LDCs and developing states, to create more opportunity for these
states to participate in EU-oriented value chains. This review could be undertaken at several levels:
overarching, as a standalone exercise encompassing all developing countries, per applicable EU preference
scheme and for those states that have PTAs or EPAs with the EU as part of the scheduled reviews of these
arrangements.
Clearly this is not directly in the Development Committee’s area of competence. Therefore, it would need
to recommend to the International Trade Committee that such consideration be given to this issue as part
of that committee’s work, both on CETA and the EPAs.
Finally, EU development assistance should be targeted at these vulnerable countries and producers. Such
support could be delivered through a number of mechanisms, for example via multilateral institutions with
capacity to work in this terrain, such as the International Trade Centre and World Bank, at the bilateral level
through supporting the work of standards setting institutions, and even at the firm level, working in
partnership with organised business formations to do so. The Development Committee could consider
commissioning a further study to ascertain the current scope and impact of development assistance
already being delivered via these channels, with a view to recommending a more targeted and perhaps
extended programme of support.
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